**Accurate Match Reporting.**
Match reporting within USA Rugby’s Competition Management System must be accurate by the time a club signs and submits their final match report. This includes the final score entries and times, and the list of rostered players (including all potential replacement players) for that match.

Players can be rostered, but not have a substitution recorded. Substitution times should be accurate. Players without a substitution will not be recognized as having played the match. All substitutions must be recorded. Players are not required to wear a jersey that matches their position, although it is highly encouraged.

Corrections can be made to a roster before the match is signed and locked. Any issues with the players listed should be discussed between teams before the clubs sign the match and the coordinator locks the match.

If a club is found to have inaccurately reported the roster, score, or substitutions within CMS, the club may be sanctioned by the local governing CR or union. Secondary offenses may have a heavier sanction imposed by the local governing CR or union.

Match Report entry must be completed no later than 48 hours after the conclusion of each match.